“iON had most of the boxes we could tick off during evaluation…different modules, integration of functionalities, multi channel communication…and the cloud based application…”

–Amit Kapur, Managing Director, UMA

The iON Digital Campus Solution offers additional solutions which further enhance productivity and the learning environment in your academic institution.

**iON Digital Assessment**

It offers digital delivery of entrance examinations. This solution covers all the aspects of online assessments such as accepting online application forms, allocating examination centers, creating question banks, conducting mock exams, evaluating candidates, declaring results and certifying participants.

**Digital Learning**

Digital Learning is a platform that fosters exchange and knowledge sharing among students, faculty, alumni and industry. The collaborative capability of digital learning empowers the entire education ecosystem to interact, learn together and embrace the digital education lifestyle. Digital Learning platform enables collaborative and interactive learning. It allows publishing, managing and organizing a large volume and wide variety of content for multiple batches of a course.
Benefits

Digital Learning: Our intuitive unified platform is based on the 3E Learning Practice Framework of "Empower, Excel and Engage" designed for relevance and outcomes. It helps you to:
- Improve curriculum relevance and enhance teaching effectiveness by providing in-depth analytical insights.
- Facilitate centralized governance for the administrator.
- Enable instructors to optimize their in-class sessions and improve their efficiency to drive higher learning outcomes.
- Enable learners to access learning materials and interact with peers and instructors on the go.
- Promote outcome based education in a smart, secure, IP protected manner.

Smart Identity Management Solution (SIMS): This solution is a unified security solution that issues identification (biometric profiling or smart cards) to every individual in the educational institution, facilitating efficient employee and student data access management. iON SIMS can be easily integrated with academics, library management and HRMS for a complete view of transaction history through a simple swipe of the card.

Benefits:
iON Smart Identity Management Solution (SIMS) offers superior security, both physical (restricting physical access) and logical (security parameters such as rights of information access, authentication and authority level), built into the smart card chip or captured in the biometric verification device, and delivers enhanced privacy, secure authentication, and identification.

Digital Marking: This solution enables accurate evaluation of subjective answers, digitally. With iON Digital Marking, evaluators can insert comments by typing them out against the scanned images of candidates’ answers, as well as assign marks. The solution delivers the flexibility, accuracy and efficacy of a digital evaluation system, while ensuring that the human touch of personally examining the paper is also maintained. Solution provides built-in analytics to draw out faculty wise evaluation effectiveness.

Digital Records: iON Digital Records solution enables you to complete the process of issuing the tamper proof certificates within weeks instead of Months. iON Digital Records offer more than 20 security features. You can verify the student records (digital records) easily.

Online Forms: This is a cloud-based offering that allows customers to transact and manage data collation, storage, processing, distribution and communication of the same, for a large number of stakeholders, with a high degree of security and reliability.

Contact

To know more about the iON Digital Campus
Toll Free Number    1800 209 6030
Email    ion.salessupport@tcs.com

About TCS iON

TCS iON is a strategic business unit of Tata Consultancy Services focused on enabling institutions, government departments and organisations from multiple industry sectors to be efficient in their recruitment/admissions process, learning and skilling and overall business operations with the use of Phygital platforms. These are platforms that overlay digital technologies over physical assets.

We deliver this with a unique IT-as-a-Service model that provides easy-to-use, secured, integrated, and hosted solutions in a build-as-you-grow and pay-as-you-use business model. We serve our clients with the help of best practices gained through TCS’ global experience, deep domestic market exposure along with industry leading technology expertise.

For more information, visit us at www.tcsion.com
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